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The three-body problem is arguably the oldest open question in astrophysics, and has re-
sisted a general analytic solution for centuries. Various implementations of perturbation the-
ory provide solutions in portions of parameter space, but only where hierarchies of masses
or separations exist. Numerical integrations1 show that bound, non-hierarchical triples of
Newtonian point particles will almost2 always disintegrate into a single escaping star and
a stable, bound binary3, 4, but the chaotic nature of the three-body problem5 prevents the
derivation of tractable6 analytic formulae deterministically mapping initial conditions to fi-
nal outcomes. However, chaos also motivates the assumption of ergodicity7–9, suggesting that
the distribution of outcomes is uniform across the accessible phase volume. Here, we use
the ergodic hypothesis to derive a complete statistical solution to the non-hierarchical three-
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body problem, one which provides closed-form distributions of outcomes (e.g. binary orbital
elements) given the conserved integrals of motion. We compare our outcome distributions
to large ensembles of numerical three-body integrations, and find good agreement, so long
as we restrict ourselves to “resonant” encounters10 (the ∼ 50% of scatterings that undergo
chaotic evolution). In analyzing our scattering experiments, we identify “scrambles” (pe-
riods in time where no pairwise binaries exist) as the key dynamical state that ergodicizes
a non-hierarchical triple. The generally super-thermal distributions of survivor binary ec-
centricity that we predict have notable applications to many astrophysical scenarios. For
example, non-hierarchical triples produced dynamically in globular clusters are a primary
formation channel for black hole mergers11–13, but the rates and properties14, 15 of the result-
ing gravitational waves depend on the distribution of post-disintegration eccentricities.
The three-body problem is a prototypical example of deterministic chaos5, in that tiny per-
turbations in initial conditions (or errors in numerical integration) lead to exponentially divergent
outcomes19. Chaotic systems often forget their initial conditions (aside from integrals of motion),
though this is by no means guaranteed, and indeed, the topology of the chaotic three-body prob-
lem does contain islands of regularity16, 17. Nonetheless, to a first approximation, it is reasonable
to estimate the probability of different outcomes by invoking the ergodic hypothesis7, 18, and to
assume that non-hierarchical triples will uniformly explore the phase space volume accessible to
them8. In this way, we may turn the chaotic nature of the three-body problem5, 19 - which has, so
far, frustrated general, deterministic, analytic mappings from one set of initial conditions to one
set of outcomes - into a tool that simplifies the mapping from distributions of initial conditions to
2
distributions of outcomes.
Consider the generic outcome of the non-hierarchical Newtonian three-body problem: a sin-
gle escaper star, with mass ms, departs from a surviving binary with mass mB = ma +mb, where
ma and mb are the component masses. The binary components are separated by a distance ~r and
have relative momentum ~p, while the escaper is separated from the binary center of mass by ~rs
and is moving with relative momentum ~ps. The total energy and angular momentum of the system,
inherited from the initial conditions and preserved through a period of chaotic three-body interac-
tions, are E0 and ~L0, respectively. For convenience, we define additional masses M = ms + mB,
m = mBms/M , andM = mamb/mB. The total accessible phase volume for this system is that
of an 8-dimensional hypersurface8:
σ =
∫
· · ·
∫
δ(EB + Es − E0)δ(~LB + ~Ls − ~L0)d~rd~pd~rsd~ps, (1)
shaped by the requirements of energy and angular momentum conservation for both the elliptic
orbit of the surviving binary (EB, ~LB) and the hyperbolic orbit between the binary and the escaper
(Es, ~Ls). Given a microcanonical ensemble of non-hierarchical triples with different initial condi-
tions but identical integrals of motion and mass combinations, the outcome states (after breakup)
will - assuming ergodicity - uniformly populate the phase volume accessible at the moment of dis-
integration. This ensemble is microcanonical in the sense that each three-body system is isolated
from external sources of heat, but is unusual in its low particle number7.
We evaluate this integral at the moment of disintegration, which we idealize as occuring
anywhere inside a “strong interaction region” of radius R(EB, LB, CB), where CB = LˆB · Lˆ0.
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Canonical transformations to elliptic/hyperbolic Delaunay elements facilitate the integration (see
Supplementary Information) and yield a phase volume of
σ =
2pi4G2M5/2mB
(mambms)3/2
∫∫∫
LBdEBdLBdCB
Ls(−EB)3/2(E0 − EB)3/2
×
(√
2M(E0 − EB)
G2m3sm
3
B
√
2m(E0 − EB)R2 + 2GMm2R− L2s
− acosh
(
1 + 2(E0 − EB)R/(GmsmB)√
1 + 2M(E0 − EB)L2s/(G2m3sm3B)
))
. (2)
For brevity, we have re-inserted the angular momentum of the escaping star, L2s (LB, CB) ≡ L2B(1−
C2B) + (LBCB − L0)2. While σ is a phase volume, the integrand of Eq. 2 is a trivariate outcome
distribution representing the differential probability of finding a disintegrating metastable triple in
a volume dEBdLBdCB: the microcanonical ensemble for survivor binaries produced in the non-
hierarchical three-body problem (other, angular, binary orbital elements are distributed uniformly).
Specification of total energy E0 and total angular momentum ~L0 suffices, therefore, to describe the
distribution of outcomes in non-hierarchical triple systems, even if this information alone cannot
deterministically specify how one individual outcome follows from one set of initial conditions.
Conservation of E0 and ~L0 means that the trivariate outcome distribution in Eq. 2 can be mapped
one-to-one to the distribution of escaper properties. Eq. 2 makes fewer simplifying assumptions
than did past ergodic analyses of the general three-body problem8, 9, 20, 21, and its outcome distribu-
tions are qualitatively different.
We marginalize over LB and CB to compute the distribution of outcome energies, dσ/dEB.
In an L0 = 0 ensemble, this is dσ/dEB ∝ |EB|−7/2, extending to |EB| → ∞. Conversely, when
L0 is large, the ergodic energy distribution is slightly steeper, going roughly as dσ/dEB ∝ |EB|−4,
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but only out to a maximum energy |Emax| ∝ L−20 ; larger outcome energies are prohibited by
angular momentum conservation. The energy distribution we calculate differs from past estimates
determined assuming detailed balance10, demonstrating that a population of binaries engaging in
ergodic three-body interactions with a thermal bath of single stars cannot achieve detailed balance,
so long as their outcomes are ergodically distributed.
We likewise integrate to find the marginal outcome distributions in angular momentum (which
we represent in terms of binary eccentricity eB, as dσ/deB) and inclination (dσ/dCB). In contrast
to the usual (though not universal22) expectation of a thermal eccentricity distribution, dσ/deB =
2eB, we find a mildly super-thermal eccentricity distribution for large L0: dσ/deB = 65eB(1 + eB).
This radial orbit bias is a geometric effect arising from the larger average interaction cross-section
of a highly eccentric binary, the apocenter of which is twice as large as that of a circular binary
of equal energy. In the low-L0 limit, the ergodic distribution of survivor eccentricities is highly
super-thermal, with dσ/deB ∝ eB(1 + eB)/
√
1− e2B when L0 = 0. There is a strong bias towards
producing nearly radial binaries, as a consequence of angular momentum starvation: while a low-
L0 ensemble of non-hierarchical triples may produce a quasi-circular survivor binary, doing so re-
quires substantial fine-tuning of the angle and velocity of the escaper, and is therefore disfavored.
Similar phase volume considerations explain the strong bias towards prograde (0 < CB ≤ 1) or-
bits Eq. 2 predicts when marginalized into dσ/dCB. More detailed explorations of the ergodic
dσ/dEB, dσ/deB, and dσ/dCB distributions are shown in Extended Data Figs. 1, 2, and 3, re-
spectively, as well as in the Supplementary Information.
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Our outcome distribution, dσ/dEBdLBdCB, was derived with several assumptions, most
notably: (i) the ergodic hypothesis; (ii) instantaneous disintegration; (iii) a specific parametrization
of the “strong interaction region” defining the limits of integration. It should therefore be tested
against ensembles of numerical scattering experiments. We have explored the ergodicity of non-
hierarchical triples in the equal-mass limit, by using the FEWBODY numerical scattering code to
run three ensembles of different binary-single scattering experiments (see Extended Data Table
1). Each ensemble has roughly N ≈ 105 runs with constant E0 and L0, but otherwise random
initial conditions. However, many of our scattering experiments do not form resonant three-body
systems, but instead resolve abruptly in a prompt exchange, where it is unlikely that the ergodic
hypothesis can be applied. Metastable three-body systems generally exhibit intermittent chaos23.
Long periods of quasi-regular evolution occur during the non-terminal ejection of a single star, but
these are then interrupted by brief periods of intensely chaotic evolution when that star returns to
pericenter4, 10. We hypothesize that the degree of ergodicity in a subset of scattering experiments
can be inferred from the number of “scrambles,” Nscram: periods of time when no pairwise binary
exists.
We illustrate the development of ergodicity in Fig. 2, which shows topological maps in
outcome space. While the full scattering ensemble has clear geometrical features indicative of
prompt exchanges, these “clouds of regularity” mostly (entirely) disappear if one considers the ≈
50% of integrations withNscram ≥ 1 (Nscram ≥ 2). With this qualitative argument in mind, we now
use Figs. 3 and 4 to quantitatively compare the binned results of our scattering experiments to the
marginal distributions predicted by the ergodic hypothesis. Horizontal error bars show bin sizes,
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and vertical error bars indicate 95% Poissonian confidence intervals. All three of the marginal
distributions we examine (dσ/dEB, dσ/deB, and dσ/dCB) exhibit reasonable (and sometimes very
close) agreement between the ergodic theory of Eq. 2 and our numerical scattering experiments,
provided we examine resonant encounters (Nscram ≥ 2). The marginal distributions for large-L0
ensembles are in very good agreement with the numerical experiments. The agreement is slightly
worse for our low-L0 ensemble.
The agreement between ergodic theory and experiment is never exact, even in Nscram ≥ 2
subsamples, and in most cases we see data that matches analytic predictions to leading order, but
also exhibits some level of higher-order structure. The nature of these superimposed, second-order
structures is not altogether clear, as two explanations seem plausible. First, these could represent
islands of regularity in the initial conditions we have explored: regions of parameter space that
do not fully forget their initial conditions despite undergoing multiple scrambles. Second, these
could represent a failure in the idealized escape criteria, R(EB, LB), that we employ. We have only
considered very simple definitions of the strong interaction region, the true shape of which is likely
connected to the triple stability boundary24. We defer an investigation of these two hypotheses to
future work.
Non-hierarchical triples are common, if short-lived, in the astrophysical Universe25. They
are responsible for many interesting phenomena. For example, binary-single scattering events in
dense star clusters produce blue stragglers26, 27, cataclysmic variables28, X-ray binaries29, 30, and
even binary stellar-mass black holes11. The lattermost of these scenarios may be responsible for
7
most of the black hole mergers seen by the LIGO experiment12, 13. Dynamical formation of these
systems in a binary-single scattering is favored when the surviving binary is drawn from the high-
eB tail of outcomes. It is therefore notable that (i) we find generic superthermality in the outcomes
of comparable-mass scatterings (both from ergodic theory and numerical experiments), and (ii) that
our formalism has identified the type of binary-single encounters that are predisposed to produce
exotic binaries: low-L0 scatterings. In the future, it may be possible to apply our formalism to
estimate the properties of temporary binaries formed during long, but non-terminal, ejections of the
single star. High eccentricity binaries formed as “intermediate states” of a three-body resonance
may merge during the ejection due to short-range dissipative forces, leading to, e.g., uniquely
eccentric gravitational wave signals14.
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malism first proposed by Monaghan5. Chaotic systems often forget their initial conditions (aside
from integrals of motion), though this is by no means guaranteed, and indeed, the topology of
the chaotic three-body problem does contain islands of regularity14,15. Nonetheless, to a first ap-
proximation, it is reasonable to estimate the probability of different outcomes by invoking the er-
godic hypothesis4,16, and to assume that non-hierarchical triples will uniformly explore the phase
space volume accessible to them. In this way, we may turn the chaotic nature of the three-body
problem2,17 - which has, so far, frustrated general, deterministic, analytic mappings from one set of
initial conditions to one set of outcomes - into a tool that simplifies the mapping from distributions
of initial conditions to distributions of outcomes.
Consider the generic outcome of the non-hierarchical Newtonian three-body problem: a sin-
gle escaper star, with massms, departs from a surviving binary with massmB = ma +mb, where
ma and mb are the component masses. The binary components are separated by a distance ~r and
have momentum ~p, while the escaper is separated from the binary center of mass by ~rs and is mov-
ing with momentum ~ps. The total energy and angular momentum of the system, inherited from the
initial conditions and preserved through a period of chaotic three-body interactions, are E0 and ~L0,
respectively. For convenience, we define additional masses M = ms +mB, m = mBms/M , and
M = mamb/mB. The total accessible phase volume for this system is that of an 8-dimensional
hypersurface18:
  =
Z
· · ·
Z
 (EB + Es   E0) (~LB + ~Ls   ~L0)d~rd~pd~rsd~ps, (1)
shaped by the requirements of energy and angular momentum conservation for both the elliptic
orbit of the surviving binary (EB, LB) and the hyperbolic orbit between the binary and the escaper
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R(aB, eB)
a
b
Figure 1: Non-hierarchical three-body scatterings. a: the two dimensional projection of an
equal-mass resonant scattering encounter, where an interloper star (red) encounters a binary (blue
and black). The resonant interaction unfolds over several dynamical times before the system dis-
integrates in a partner swap. b: a schematic illustration of the metastable triple at the moment of
disintegration.
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Figure 2: Topological maps of three-body scattering outcomes for Run A. The total number
of scrambles is color-coded (smallest values of Nscram as dark blue, larger Nscram in green and
yellow) with a logarithmic scaling, as a function of survivor binary eccentricity eB (panels a, c, e),
energy EB (panels b, d, f) and cosine-inclination CB. Different panels show Nscram ≥ 0 (a, b),
Nscram ≥ 1 (c, d), and Nscram ≥ 2 (e, f). Clouds of regularity obscure the underlying chaotic sea in
the top two panels, but have dissipated in the bottom panel, indicating that scrambles are the key
dynamical mechanism responsible for “ergodicizing” the comparable-mass three-body problem.
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Figure 3: The marginal distribution of binary energy, dσ/dEB, plotted against dimensionless
energy EB/E0. The dotted lines are ergodic outcome distributions for high (purple), medium
(blue), and low (green) angular momentum ensembles. The data points are binned outcomes from
numerical binary-single scattering ensembles (N ≈ 105). a: the full set of results from our numer-
ical scattering experiments. b: the subset of results where the number of scrambles, Nscram ≥ 1.
c: the subset of results where Nscram ≥ 2. Detailed balance (black dashed line) is never achieved.
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Figure 4: The marginal distributions of binary eccentricity and orientation. Panels a, c, e:
dσ/deB plotted against eccentricity eB. Panels b, d, f: dσ/dCB plotted against the cosine of the
binary inclination, CB. Line styles represent ergodic outcome distributions with the same ensem-
ble angular momenta as in Fig. 3. The data points are binned outcomes from the same numerical
scattering ensembles as in Fig. 3, with each row corresponding to the same cuts on Nscram. Eccen-
tricity outcome distributions are notably super-thermal (the thermal distribution dσ/deB = 2e is
shown as a black dashed line). Inclination distributions exhibit anisotropic bias towards prograde
binaries aligned with ~L0 (the isotropic distribution is shown with a black dashed line).
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Supplementary Information
1 Chaotic Escape in the Three-Body Problem
Unlike the two-body problem, which admits closed-form solutions, the general three-body problem
is substantially more complex. Analytic treatments exist in hierarchical regimes, where the masses
or separations of the three bodies differ greatly, but, aside from certain measure-zero sets of initial
conditions2, 31, there is no analytically tractable solution to the general, non-hierarchical three body
problem. Part of the reason for this is the fundamentally chaotic nature of non-hierarchical triples,
which causes astronomically slow convergence of perturbative solutions6. Absent a general ana-
lytic solution, much of our physical insight has instead come from numerical orbit integration1, 4.
These integrations demonstrate that non-hierarchical triples with negative total energy will generi-
cally disintegrate into a survivor binary and a single escaper star3. This escape process sometimes
occurs promptly, but sometimes takes many dynamical times to complete.
In this paper, we complete the project initiated by Monaghan8, and analytically compute the
total accessible phase volume, σ, available to outcome states of the non-hierarchical three-body
problem. Unlike past attempts, our approach self-consistently accounts for both energy and angular
momentum conservation, and quarantines the most uncertain assumptions (causality criteria) into
a specific step of the computation, enabling future researchers - with, one can imagine, a greater
understanding of the triple stability boundary - to improve the accuracy of our work.
Various approximations of Eq. 1 have been used in the past to estimate the “ergodic” out-
come distribution of the three-body problem8, 9, 20, 21, 33. This procedure assumes that, given a mi-
17
crocanonical ensemble of non-hierarchical three body systems with different initial conditions but
otherwise identical integrals of motion and mass triplets, the outcome states (after breakup) will
uniformly populate the accessible phase space volume. This ensemble is microcanonical in the
sense that each three-body system is isolated and not interacting with external sources of heat, but
otherwise differs from the usual microcanonical ensemble in its very small particle number (similar
approaches have a longer history of use in both nuclear18, 32 and particle7 physics).
The analytic and semi-analytic predictions of this statistical approach to the three-body prob-
lem generally fail to agree with detailed numerical results from three-body scattering simulations.
One possible explanation is the neglect of causality constraints in computations of the accessible
phase space volume; by inserting an approximate version of these constraints into a simplified
phase space volume calculation, some studies have obtained better agreement with numerical scat-
tering simulations9 . However, past attempts to include causality constraints were not truly first-
principles calculation, as they neglected angular momentum conservation; furthermore, the current
lack of analytic clarity on general triple stability criteria makes it hard to delineate exact causality
conditions.
The phase volume σ defined in Eq. 1 uses relative coordinates between the components of
the surviving binary {~r, ~p}, and also relative coordinates between the escaping single star and the
binary center of mass, {~rs, ~ps}; the phase volume is evaluated at the moment of breakup, and the
reference frame is in the binary center of mass. Three clear assumptions enter into this formalism:
that outcomes are uniformly distributed through the accessible phase space, that there is a well-
defined moment of disintegration, and that at the time of disintegration, the trajectories can be
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decomposed into two pairwise orbits. A fourth assumption enters implicitly, through the limits of
integration: that there is a well-defined “strong interaction region” interior to which disintegration
of the metastable triple may occur. This fourth assumption is the most complicated, and we return
to it in greater detail later.
By working in relative coordinates (i.e. treating the binary as a point mass when comput-
ing the hyperbolic trajectory of the escaper; neglecting the escaper’s perturbations on the internal
motion of the binary), the outcome phase space is 12-dimensional, but many portions of it are inac-
cessible due to conservation of energy and angular momentum. Early efforts computed the ergodic
outcome distribution by restricting the outcomes to an 11-dimensional hypersurface under the as-
sumption of energy conservation; the neglect of angular momentum conservation was assumed to
be appropriate for low angular momentum systems8. This approach was soon generalized to allow
for angular momentum conservation in the special case where all motion is planar20, although both
of these works neglected the interaction energy between the escaper and the survivor binary (i.e.
straight line escape trajectories). Later, a general formalism was presented for estimating ergodic
outcomes in the fully three-dimensional case, allowing for both energy and angular momentum
conservation21. However, the mathematical difficulty of the full problem prevented the calcula-
tion of closed-form outcome distributions, even neglecting interaction energy, and these results
were evaluated numerically. This formalism has also been extended to the Newtonian four-body
problem34, with more limited results.
The angular momentum constraints on phase space volume σ can be rewritten component-
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wise as
δ(~LB + ~Ls − ~L0) = δ(LB,x + Ls,x)δ(LB,y + Ls,y)δ(LB,z + Ls,z − L0) (3)
if we limit degrees of freedom by picking a Cartesian coordinate system such that zˆ ‖ ~L0. However,
even with this convenient assumption, these integrals appear intractable in rectilinear coordinates21,
and to make progress we shall switch to a more physically motivated coordinate system where
angular momentum components have a simpler representation. A tempting candidate would be
Keplerian orbital elements, e.g. {~r, ~p} → ~K = {a, e, I,Ω, ω, λ}. These orbital elements represent
semimajor axis, eccentricity, inclination, longitude of ascending node, longitude of pericenter,
and mean anomaly, respectively. However, the Jacobian for this transformation is sufficiently
complicated that it is not even clear if this choice of coordinates would aid simplification of σ.
Instead, we will transform to Delaunay elements ~D, an alternative parametrization of the
two-body problem which has the virtue of being a canonical coordinate system. The transformation
{~r, ~p} → ~D = {Λ,Γ, H, η, ω, λ} is therefore a symplectic one, with a Jacobian equal to 1. We
define the elliptical Delaunay elements of the surviving binary in terms of standard Keplerian
orbital elements as follows:
Λ =
√
GmBaB
Γ =
√
GmBaB(1− e2B)
H =
√
GmBaB(1− e2B) cos IB
λ = λB
γ = ωB
η = ΩB.
(4)
While the canonical coordinates are simply the angular orbital elements from ~K, the canonical
momenta are different constants of the two-body problem. We have placed a subscript “B” on
the Keplerian elements to indicate their association with the survivor binary, and avoid confusion
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later on. The Delaunay elements defined above are, strictly speaking, only valid for a bound orbit.
For the unbound orbit of the escaper, we will define its phase space position using hyperbolic35
Delaunay elements ~DH:
L = −
√
GMas
G =
√
GMas(e2s − 1)
H =
√
GMas(e2s − 1) cos Is
` = nst
g = ωs
h = Ωs.
(5)
Here we have used the hyperbolic Keplerian orbital elements (denoted with a subscript “s”) for the
unbound trajectory of the escaper star, and also its mean motion ns =
√
GM/a3s . Unlike all past
approaches, our reparametrization of Eq. 1 self-consistently accounts for the interaction energy
between the escaper and the binary; the only approximation made is to treat the binary as a point
particle.
Now we may begin simplifying the integrand of Eq. 1 by rewriting constants of motion.
Specifically, we have
EB = −G
2mambmB
2Λ2
LB =MΓ
LB,z =MH
Es =
G2msmBM
2L2
Ls = mG
Ls,z = mH.
(6)
We note further that
LB,x = LB sin η sin IB
LB,y = −LB cos η sin IB
Ls,x = Ls sinh sin Is
Ls,y = −Ls cosh sin Is,
(7)
and that
sin IB =
√
1−H2/Γ2 sin Is =
√
1−H2/G2. (8)
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Eq. 1 can now be rewritten as
σ =
∫
· · ·
∫
δ
(
G2msmBM
2L2 −
G2mambmB
2Λ2
− E0
)
δ(MH +mH− L0) (9)
× δ(MΓ sin η sin IB +mG sinh sin Is)δ(MΓ cos η sin IB +mG cosh sin Is)d ~Dd ~DH.
We begin trivially, by integrating dg and dγ from 0 to 2pi. The next step, which is to integrate
d` and dλ, appears just as simple; much like the longitudes of pericenter, the mean anomalies
are absent from the integrand. However, this step is a critical and conceptually subtle one, as it
asks the question: in what sense is the outcome distribution “ergodic?” Do we consider different
escapers from our hypothetical ensemble, viewed at fixed times t post-ejection? Do we consider
them within a range of anomalies `? Or do we consider them within a range of radii rs?
Past examinations of the three-body problem chose the latter of these three options 8, 33, com-
paring phase volumes at a fixed rs equal to a small multiple of aB. Physically, we can understand
this as an application of the ergodic hypothesis at the “moment of breakup.” The metastable triple
is assumed to ergodically explore its accessible hypersurface until the precise moment of breakup,
which is idealized as occurring at a fixed separation rs ≤ R from the binary center of mass. In
principle, R may be a function of many (perhaps all) of the Delaunay variables in this problem.
More recent statistical examinations of non-hierarchical triples defined a causal escape criterion in
a highly simplified way9, 33, with R ≡ αaB, where α is a dimensionless number that can be cali-
brated from numerical scattering experiments. For now, we will remain slightly more agnostic on
the nature of triple breakup, and define the moment of breakup as occurring at an rs ≤ R(Λ,Γ, H),
with explicit functional forms for R to be explored later. The introduction of this idealization (and
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fudge factors such as α) is unappealing, but as we shall see, it has a limited impact on the outcome
distributions.
We have explored other invocations of the ergodic hypothesis, e.g. constant t or constant
`. The first of these does not seem well-motivated to us, and yields outcome distributions very
different from experiment. For strongly hyperbolic escape, a constant ` is not too different from
constant rs, but this similarity breaks down for nearly parabolic escapers, in a way that makes the
outcome distribution ill-defined and divergent (a vice shared by the constant t choice). For the
remainder of this paper, we assume that the metastable triple’s motion is ergodic up until the point
of breakup, which occurs within the interaction region rs ≤ R.
We now consider our ensemble of escapers within a fixed range 0 ≤ ` ≤ `max, where `max
corresponds to an orbital separation rs = R, at the edge of the interaction region. For a hyperbolic
trajectory,
`max =
√
R2
a2s
+
2R
as
+ 1− e2s − acosh
(
R/as + 1
es
)
(10)
=
√
G2M2R2
L4 +
2GMR
L2 −
G2
L2 − acosh
(
GMR/L2 + 1√
1 + G2/L2
)
.
While the hyperbolic mean anomaly `may range from 0 (ejection at pericenter) to `max (ejection at
the farthest point along the orbit inside the interaction region), the elliptical mean anomaly λ only
ranges across {0, 2pi}; if λ were permitted to grow without bound, the phase volume accessible to
an elliptical orbit would diverge in time. Integrating d` and dλ, we find that the phase volume is
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now
σ =(2pi)3
∫
· · ·
∫
δ
(
G2msmBM
2L2 −
G2mambmB
2Λ2
− E0
)
δ(MH +mH− L0) (11)
× δ(MΓ sin η sin I +mG sinh sin Is)δ(MΓ cos η sin I +mG cosh sin Is)`max
× dΛdΓdHdηdLdGdHdh.
For brevity we have used `max(L,G), rather than writing this term explicitly.
Having removed all four coordinates that do not appear in the integrand, we are left with eight
variables. Our goal is now to use the remaining integrals of motion to eliminate three canonical
momenta and both nodal angles. We shall integrate out the canonical momenta of the escaper,
and integrate over any surviving nodal angles, to leave behind a three-variable probability density
function in the integrand describing the distribution of binary parameters {Λ,Γ, H}.
We proceed with a change of variables {G, h,H} → {z1, z2,H}, where z1 = m sinh
√G2 −H2,
and z2 = m cosh
√G2 −H2. Both z1 and z2 range from −m|L| to m|L|. We compute the Jaco-
bian for this transformation by rewriting G = √m−2(z21 + z22) +H2 and h = atan(z1/z2). The
resulting Jacobian determinant is J1 = m−1(z21 + z
2
2 +m
2H2)−1/2, so we now have
σ =
(2pi)3
m
∫
· · ·
∫
δ
(
G2msmBM
2L2 −
G2mambmB
2Λ2
− E0
)
δ(MH +mH− L0)
× δ(z1 +M sin η
√
Γ2 −H2)δ(z2 +M cos η
√
Γ2 −H2) (z21 + z22 +m2H2)−1/2
× `maxdΛdΓdHdηdLdHdz1dz2. (12)
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Integrating dz1 and dz2 we find
σ =
(2pi)3
m
∫
· · ·
∫
δ
(
G2msmBM
2L2 −
G2mambmB
2Λ2
− E0
)
δ(MH +mH− L0)
×
(√
G2M2R2
L4 +
2GMR
L2 −
m2H2 +M2(Γ2 −H2)
m2L2
− acosh
(
1 +GMR/L2√
1 +m−2L−2(m2H2 +M2(Γ2 −H2))
))
× (M2(Γ2 −H2) +m2H2)−1/2 dΛdΓdHdηdLdH. (13)
In this process, we have eliminated the η-dependence of the integrand, which now integrates triv-
ially from 0 to 2pi. We also perform a subsequent integral over d(mH), yielding
σ =
(2pi)4
m2
∫
· · ·
∫
δ
(
G2msmBM
2L2 −
G2mambmB
2Λ2
− E0
)
dΛdΓdHdL
(M2(Γ2 −H2) + (MH − L0)2)1/2
×
(√
G2M2R2
L4 +
2GMR
L2 −
M2(Γ2 −H2) + (MH − L0)2
m2L2
− acosh
(
1 +GMR/L2√
1 +m−2L−2(M2(Γ2 −H2) + (MH − L0)2)
))
(14)
Together, the dz1, dz2, and d(mH) integrals eliminated the three δ-functions enforcing angular
momentum conservation. We eliminate the final variable of the escaper’s motion by transforming
to y ≡ G2msmBM/(2L2), and integrating dy, so that
σ =
25/2pi4GM5/2
(msmB)3/2
∫
· · ·
∫
y−3/2δ(y − G
2mambmB
2Λ2
− E0) dΛdΓdHdy
(M2(Γ2 −H2) + (MH − L0)2)1/2
×
(√
4y2R2
G2m2sm
2
B
+
4yR
GmsmB
− M
2(Γ2 −H2) + (MH − L0)2
G2m3sm
3
B/(2My)
− acosh
(
1 + 2yR/(GmsmB)√
1 + 2yM(M2(Γ2 −H2) + (MH − L0)2)/(G2m3sm3B)
))
. (15)
Thus, the total accessible phase volume of a metastable triple, at the moment of breakup, can be
reduced to the following triple integral over the three non-trivial Delaunay elements of the survivor
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binary:
σ =
25/2pi4GM5/2
(msmB)3/2
∫∫∫
(E0 − EB)−3/2dΛdΓdH
(M2(Γ2 −H2) + (MH − L0)2)1/2(√
2M(E0 − EB)
G2m3sm
3
B
√
2m(E0 − EB)R2 + 2GMm2R− (M2(Γ2 −H2) + (MH − L0)2)
− acosh
(
1 + 2(E0 − EB)R/(GmsmB)√
1 + 2M(E0 − EB)(M2(Γ2 −H2) + (MH − L0)2)/(G2m3sm3B)
))
. (16)
For brevity, we have written −G2mambmB/(2Λ2) as EB. The triple integral in Eq. 16 represents
the total accessible phase volume, and its integrand, which we can label dσ/dΛdΓdH , is the
trivariate, differential distribution of outcomes with respect to {Λ,Γ, H}. This integrand is thus the
microcanonical ensemble for the non-trivial outcome variables of the non-hierarchical three-body
problem. There are other outcome variables in the ensemble (specifically, the Delaunay elements
γ, η, λ) that are uniformly distributed between 0 and 2pi, while ` is uniformly distributed along
a range specified by R(Λ,Γ, H). The nodal angles η and h are confined to a one-dimensional
manifold by the conjunction of angular momentum conservation and our choice of coordinate
system Lˆ0 ‖ zˆ; this can be viewed as a uniform distribution of η from 0 to 2pi with h then specified
deterministically. The canonical momenta of the escaper (L, G, H) were eliminated from this
calculation in the same way the escaper’s nodal angle h was. For a given combination of Λ, Γ, and
H , conservation of the integrals of motion allow the escaper variables to be computed; likewise,
Eq. 16 could be recast in terms of the Delaunay elements of the escaper, rather than the survivor
binary.
The derivation of Eq. 16 differs from past ergodic analyses of the non-hierarchical three-body
problem by (i) conserving angular momentum, (ii) using a general (i.e. non-planar) geometry, (iii)
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Figure 5: The ergodic outcome distribution f ≡ dσ/dEBdeBdCB, as computed in Eq. 17. Each
plot shows a two-dimensional slice of the outcome distribution: in panels (a, b), we fix CB = 0;
in panels (c, d), fixed eB = 0.5; in panels (e, f), fixed EB/E0 = 0.5. Panels (a, c, e) show L˜0 = 0,
while panels (b, d, f) show L˜0 = 0.8.
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accounting for the interaction potential between the binary and the escaper (no straight-line es-
cape trajectories), (iv) producing a mathematically well-defined (non-divergent) estimate of phase
volume, and (v) producing a closed-form expression for the distribution of outcomes. Of the past
efforts in this direction, some8, 9 satisfied (ii, iv, v), one20 satisfied (i, v), and one21 satisfied (i, ii),
but none have previously satisfied all simultaneously.
One common uncertainty in all these works, and in ours, is the delicate question of how to
define an “interaction region” inside of which the metastable triple may evolve ergodically. Early
efforts that neglected this issue incorporated a large phase volume of acausal escape trajectories;
specifically, if one considers every position and velocity vector inside a sphere, one can find es-
cape trajectories that do not time reverse into the binary. This was somewhat rectified with the
approximate inclusion9 of a “loss cone” into Eq. 1. Our use of Delaunay elements accounts for
causality in a way that is more accurate (unlike the straight-line escape trajectories implicit in the
loss cone formalism9, our escapers move along the full range of parabolic-to-hyperbolic orbits) and
more transparent. We have used the approximation of an interaction region of radius R, interior to
which escapers must have their orbital pericenters. In the remainder of this work, we consider two
different escape criteria. In analogy to the loss cone formalism9, we consider a “simple escape”
(SE) criterion, where R ≡ αaB, but the larger geometric extent of highly eccentric binaries moti-
vates us to consider an “apocentric escape” (AE) criterion as well, with R ≡ αaB(1 + eB). While
we certainly do not believe that these are exact models, they have the benefit of transparency:
different escape criteria can be inserted into Eq. 16 by varying the limits of integration and/or
replacing our criteria with any more general R(Λ,Γ, H).
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In the next section, we take important physical limits of this joint distribution, rewrite it in
terms of more familiar orbital properties, and otherwise interpret the physical outcomes of ergodic,
non-hierarchical three-body encounters.
2 Outcomes of Non-Hierarchical Three Body Encounters
The Delaunay elements used in this derivation are slightly less intuitive than standard Keplerian
orbital elements, so to gain more physical insight, we transform our outcome distribution into
other sets of variables. In particular, we consider the mappings {Λ,Γ, H} → {EB, LB, CB}, and
{Λ,Γ, H} → {EB, eB, CB}, where CB = cos I . The Jacobian matrices for these transformations
are triangular, so their determinants are simply J2 = 2−3/2GM−2(mambmB)1/2LB(−EB)−3/2 and
J3 = 2
−5/2G3eB(mambmB)3/2(−EB)−5/2, respectively. Applying these changes, we find Eq. 2
(using J2), and, with J3,
σ =
pi4G4M5/2(mamb)
3/2
m
3/2
s
∫∫∫
eBdEBdeBdCB
Ls(−EB)5/2(E0 − EB)3/2
×
(√
2M(E0 − EB)
G2m3sm
3
B
√
2m(E0 − EB)R2 + 2GMm2R− L2s
− acosh
(
1 + 2(E0 − EB)R/(GmsmB)√
1 + 2M(E0 − EB)L2s/(G2m3sm3B)
))
. (17)
For brevity, we have re-inserted the angular momentum of the escaping star,
L2s ≡ L2B(1− C2B) + (LBCB − L0)2. (18)
Angular momentum conservation allows us to express Ls purely as a function of LB and CB.
When L0 = 0, the integrand of Eq. 17 can remain real-valued for arbitrarily large |EB|,
but when L0 > 0, there is an upper limit, |Emax|, to the binding energy of the survivor binary.
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The mathematical origin of this upper limit is quite clear: arbitrarily large binary energies would
make both terms of the integrand imaginary-valued. More specifically, at EB = Emax, the argu-
ment of the large radical is equal to zero, and the argument of the acosh is equal to unity; when
|EB| > |Emax|, these arguments are less than zero and less than one, respectively, so their func-
tions are imaginary-valued (notably, the exact same value of EB is the critical Emax for each term).
Physically, this limit can be understood primarily through angular momentum conservation, which
requires arbitrarily large velocities if all three bodies are confined to an arbitrarily small volume -
as is necessary in our formalism to obtain arbitrarily large |EB|. If, at the moment of disintegration,
|EB|  |E0|, it can become impossible to simultaneously satisfy the constraint that rs ≤ R(EB)
along with conservation of energy and angular momentum. The orbital separation rs that satisfies
all three of these conditions will be smaller than the pericenter of the hyperbolic orbit, and its true
anomaly ` will thus be imaginary.
Under the approximation that |E0|  |EB|, we solve exactly for this maximum energy. For
a given pair of eB and CB values, it is
|E ′max| =
mB|E0|
m2am
2
bL˜
2
0
(
MCB
√
mB(1− e2B) (19)
+
√
A2mambm+ 2Am2M −M2mB(1− C2B)(1− e2B)
)2
.
Here, we have used the symbol A to represent α for the simple escape criterion, while it instead
represents α(1 + eB) for apocentric escape. For convenience, we have also introduced a dimen-
sionless angular momentum L˜0 ≡ L0/Lc(E0), where the circular orbital angular momentum of
a reference binary is Lc(E0) ≡ GM
√
mambmB/(−2E0). In the SE regime, we may compute a
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global maximum energy (across all values of eB and CB), which is
|Emax| = mB|E0|
m2am
2
bL˜
2
0
(
M√mB +
√
α2mambm+ 2αm2M
)2
. (20)
The global maximum energy in the AE regime is generally a factor ≈ 2 larger, but cannot be ex-
pressed in a simple closed form. Binary energies larger in magnitude than |Emax| are incompatible
with a “causal” ejection, in that the pericenter of the ejected star would have to be outside the inter-
action radius R. This cutoff in the energy distribution is one portion of our results sensitive to our
idealizations concerning R, and is therefore worth special attention in future numerical scattering
studies.
The trivariate outcome distributions in Eqs. 2 and 16 are somewhat complicated, so in Fig.
5, we plot two-dimensional slices of these distributions to aid in visualization. In these figures, we
show the outcome distribution as a function of two out of three of the integrand variables of Eq. 2,
while the third controlling variable has been set equal to a representative value. We also plot the
outcome distribution for two different values of total angular momentum, L˜0 = 0 and L˜0 = 0.8. In
two of the L˜0 = 0.8 slices, the high-energy cutoff at EB = Emax is visible. Other features of these
distributions are explained in greater quantitative detail in the following subsections.
One important issue is that of convergence; superficially, it appears that the outcome distri-
bution should diverge (∝ (E0 − EB)−3/2) as EB → E0, and that the accessible phase volume is
therefore unbounded. This apparent divergence is regulated, however, by the radical and acosh
terms in Eq. 16. It is tedious but straightforward to apply L’Hoˆpital’s rule to the integrand, and we
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find that
σ0 = lim
EB→E0
dσ
dEBdLBdC
=
8pi4M7/2
3G(mamb)3/2m
11/2
s m3B
(21)
× LB
(−E0)3/2Ls
2G2m3M2R2 +GMmL2sR− L4s/m√
4GmsmBR− 2L2s/m
.
The integrand is therefore convergent, and the phase volume is well-defined.
Should this be the case? It is well-known that the phase volume accessible to the general
N -body problem, on a hypersurface of constant energy, is divergent when N > 2, rendering
ergodic arguments ill-defined36. We evade this problem by only considering metastable triples at
the moment of breakup; if we followed the escaper as t → ∞, then σ would diverge. At the
moment of breakup, σ ∼ (r)3(v)3(rs)3(vs)3 ∝ (R3)(R−3/2)(R3)(R−3/2). This volume has an
“IR cutoff” because R . Gmamb/|E0|, eliminating the usual phase volume divergence of star
clusters (which occurs as a low-mass halo inflates to hold zero binding energy37). A “UV cutoff”
is provided by |Emax| (i.e. angular momentum conservation) except in the special case where
L0 = 0. Even in this special case, as R→ 0, σ → 0 too.
Marginal Distribution of Energies While Eqs. 2 and 16 specify a joint distribution in three vari-
ables, we are also interested in marginal distributions. The full trivariate outcome distribution is
sufficiently complex that it cannot be integrated analytically to yield exact marginal distributions,
but it is straightforward to integrate numerically. We show the marginal distributions of binary
energy EB, eccentricity eB, and orientation CB, in Extended Data Figs. 1, 2, and 3, respectively.
In each of these we consider scattering ensembles with different total angular momentum L˜0, dif-
ferent combinations of masses {ma,mb,ms}, varied α parameters, and both of the escape criteria
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discussed earlier.
We will begin by investigating the marginal distribution of binary energies, dσ/dEB. Eq. 21
has already shown us that this distribution takes on a finite value as EB → E0. Conversely, EB can
only become infinitely large in the limit of L0 = 0: for finite L0, dσ/dEB must roll over to zero
for |EB| ≥ |Emax|. The exact behavior of dσ/dEB very close to these limits is complex, but in the
large intermediate region it may be approximated quite simply, as the `max term in the trivariate
outcome distribution is almost constant away from these two boundaries. If we approximate `max
as a constant, then for either simple or apocentric escape criteria, we find that
dσ
dEB
∝ |EB|
−5/2
Ls(E0 − EB)3/2 . (22)
Generally, |Emax|  |E0|, so that the large intermediate range of outcome energies has a simple
power-law distribution in energies, with a power-law index set by L˜0. When L˜0 ≈ 0, Ls ≈ LB ∝
|EB|−1/2. Conversely, when L˜0 ≈ 1, Ls ≈ L0 over a large region of phase volume. Therefore,
the ergodic energy distribution in a L˜0  1 ensemble is roughly dσ/dEB ∝ |EB|−7/2, while in a
L˜0 ∼ 1 ensemble, the steeper dσ/dEB ∝ |EB|−4 is a good approximation.
We numerically integrate over LB andCB in Extended Data Fig. 1 to show the exact marginal
distribution of energies, dσ/dEB. As is predicted by conservation of angular momentum, it is
impossible to reach arbitrarily large |EB| except in the L0 → 0 limit. The precise location of |Emax|
in energy space depends on the mass ratio of the problem (low-mass escapers, with ms  mB, are
unable to carry large quantities of angular momentum out of the system, and thus yield a smaller
|Emax| value), on the escape criterion used (SE vs AE), and on the value of the α parameter.
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However, the slope of the energy distribution power-law at intermediate energies is independent of
all these assumptions and parameter choices, and appears to always be in good agreement with the
approximate power laws predicted by Eq. 22.
The quasi-power-law distributions of survivor binaries we predict are similar to the dσ/dEB ∝
|EB|−9/2 distribution predicted by detailed balance arguments10, but are somewhat shallower (no-
tably, a Monaghan-type calculation that neglects angular momentum conservation but accounts for
causality9 will also produce dσ/dEB ∝ |EB|−9/2). Therefore, one prediction of our formalism is
that a population of binaries evolving through a sequence of strong, chaotic three-body interactions
will never achieve detailed balance: a net flow always exists from the “softer” (low |EB|) to the
“harder” (high |EB|) end of the distribution.
Marginal Distribution of Eccentricities The distribution of eccentricities is very important for
understanding how exotic compact object binaries are dynamically produced through three-body
scatterings in dense stellar environments. In order to gain physical intuition, we will estimate
the marginal distribution of eccentricity, dσ/deB, by approximating the `max term (i.e. the dif-
ference of the radical and acosh terms) in Eq. 2. For comparable-mass systems, the first term
(∝ R2) inside the radical is generally the dominant component of `max, except in parts of phase
volume very close to the boundary of the accessible hypersurface (e.g. the border where energy
and angular momentum conservation become impossible to maintain). We therefore approxi-
mate dσ/dEBdeBdCB ∝ eBL−1s A, where, as before, A = α for the simple escape criterion and
A = α(1 + eB) for our fiducial model of apocentric escape. In the L˜0 ≈ 1 limit, we again approx-
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imate Ls ≈ L0, and find
dσ
deB
≈

2eB [SE]
6
5
eB(1 + eB) [AE].
(23)
For the simple escape criterion, the ergodic distribution of survivor eccentricities is, in the large-L0
limit, exactly thermal. In contrast, the apocentric escape criterion yields a mildly super-thermal
outcome distribution due to the larger average interaction cross-section of a high-eB binary, the
apocenter of which is twice as large as that of a circular binary of equal energy. In the L˜0 ≈ 0
limit, we will again approximate Ls ≈ LB ∝
√
1− e2B, implying that
dσ
deB
≈

eB/
√
1− e2B [SE]
4
4+pi
eB(1 + eB)/
√
1− e2B [AE].
(24)
In the L˜0  1 limit, the ergodic distribution of survivor eccentricities is thus highly super-thermal.
High-eB binaries are strongly overproduced relative to a thermal eccentricity distribution, and in-
deed, dσ/deB possesses a removable singularity as eB → 1. This can be understood as a conse-
quence of angular momentum starvation. In a low-L0 ensemble of non-hierarchical three-body
systems, production of a eB ≈ 0 survivor binary usually requires dramatic fine-tuning in the orien-
tation of the escaper: it must leave on a retrograde trajectory, with a large pericenter and velocity,
so as to carry away as much negative angular momentum as possible. While this outcome is not
generically prohibited, the degree of fine-tuning involved severely limits the accessible phase vol-
ume and disfavors its realization in an ergodic outcome distribution.
The approximate eccentricity distributions presented in Eqs. 23 and 24 were each derived
under the assumption that the R2 term dominates in `max. This assumption is generally valid for
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comparable mass ratios, but breaks down when mass ratios are highly unequal. When the escaper
mass ms  mB, angular momentum starvation will again sculpt the outcome distribution into a
highly nonthermal form: high-L0 systems will exhibit a circular orbit bias, while low-L0 systems
can be even more radially biased than Eq. 24 would predict.
In Extended Data Fig. 2, we compare these simple approximations to exact numerical eval-
uation of the marginal eccentricity distribution. For L˜0 = 0 and L˜0 = 1 ensembles, Eqs. 23 and
24 provide excellent approximations in the comparable mass ratio regime. These expressions only
break down noticeably for ms . 0.1mB. In the comparable mass ratio regime, L˜0 = 0.5 yields an
outcome distribution closer to the high-L0 limit. The super-thermal outcome distributions we pre-
dict for low-L˜0 systems have important implications for the dynamical formation of gravitational
wave sources and accreting compact object binaries; we return to this topic in §4.
Marginal Distribution of Inclinations As above, we can obtain useful physical intuition by drop-
ping terms in the integrand of Eq. 2 to yield an approximate marginal distribution of binary incli-
nations, dσ/dCB. We begin by dropping the radical and acosh terms, and integrating dLB, from
LB = 0 to LB = Lc(EB). If we then approximate the resulting integrand by taking EB → E0
(crude simplifications, motivated by the steep decline in phase volume accessible at higher ener-
gies), we find
dσ
dCB
≈kC ln
(
Lc − L0CB +
√
L2c − 2L0LcCB + L20
L0(1− CB)
)
= kC ln
(
1 +
Lc + Ls(Lc)− L0
L0(1− CB)
)
, (25)
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where Lc = GM
√
mambmB/2|E0|, Ls(Lc) is the escaper angular momentum when LB = Lc,
and kc is a normalization constant defined such that
∫ +1
−1 (dσ/dCB)dCB = 1. Notable features
of Eq. 25 include a removable singularity as CB → 1 (the integral of the distribution remains
finite), and increasingly isotropic behavior as L0 → 0. However, the distribution is ill-defined in
the zero-angular momentum limit (where dσ/dCB must be constant), and does not agree well with
numerical evaluation of Eq. 2 for L˜0  0.1.
We show a variety of marginal inclinations in Extended Data Fig. 3, where the distribution
of survivor binary orientations are plotted against CB. Eq. 2 predicts an isotropic distribution when
L˜0 = 0, as it must by symmetry. Higher values of L˜0 show a marked preference for prograde orbits,
however. The prograde bias of dσ/dCB can be understood in terms of the bivariate distribution
dσ/dCBdLB, which we have marginalized over in our approximate derivation of Eq. 25. This
bivariate distribution scales ∝ L−1s , so the greatest phase volume exists when the survivor binary
can “soak up” a large majority of L0, which requires approximate alignment between ~LB and ~L0.
While Eq. 25 provides an excellent approximation to the ergodic dσ/dCB in the comparable-
mass regime, regardless of escape criterion, it breaks down noticeably for low-mass escapers (ms .
ma/3, for an equal-mass survivor binary). The numerically evaluated marginal distributions we
present in the unequal-mass regime deviate from Eq. 25 because of angular momentum starvation:
a much greater prograde bias sets in when the escaper is unable to carry away a large fraction of
L0 on a causal escape trajectory.
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3 Comparison to Numerical Scattering Experiments
In this section, we numerically integrate several ensembles of non-hierarchical three-body systems
to test the predictions of §2. There are many analytic and semi-analytic predictions of the previ-
ous section, and it would be beyond the scope of this paper to fully map the parameter space of
the three-body problem via numerical scattering experiments. This section is instead a prelimi-
nary exploration into the ergodicity of non-hierarchical triples. We focus our effort on three key
predictions of Eq. 16: the marginal outcome distributions dσ/dEB, dσ/deB, and dσ/dCB.
We calculate the outcomes of a series of single-binary (1+2) interactions using the FEWBODY
numerical scattering code (the source code can be found at http://fewbody.sourceforge.net). This
code integrates the usual N -body equations in position-space in order to advance the system for-
ward in time38. This is accomplished via the eighth-order Runge-Kutta Prince-Dormand integra-
tion method with adaptive time-stepping and ninth-order error estimation.
For all simulations, all objects are assumed to be point-particles (i.e., the radii are set to zero)
of equal mass. All binaries have initial semi-major axes of 1 AU, and initial eccentricities e0 as
provided in Extended Data Table 1. We set the impact parameter to zero and the initial relative
velocity at infinity vrel to 0.01vcrit. Here, vcrit is the critical velocity, defined as the relative velocity
at infinity required for a total encounter energy of zero. The motivation for these choices is that,
as found in previous studies39, 40, lower relative velocities at infinity and smaller impact parameters
maximize the probability of long-lived resonant interactions occurring, which is probably needed
to uphold the assumption of ergodicity. All angles defining the relative configurations of the binary
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orbital planes and phases are sampled to ensure isotropic scattering. The number of simulations
performed for each combination of initial conditions are provided in the second column of Ex-
tended Data Table 1. We use standard criteria38 to determine when each integration is terminated,
and adopt a tidal tolerance parameter of δ = 10−5 for all simulations.
Many of our simulations do not result in a long-lived, resonant three-body system, but in-
stead resolve promptly (either in an exchange or a flyby). The underpinning of our analytic for-
malism is the ergodic hypothesis, and it is dubious that this principle would apply to non-resonant
encounters, the behavior of which can be approximately analyzed with the impulse approxima-
tion (for the small impact parameters we are focused on here10, 41) and secular theory (for wider
impact parameters10, 42, 43). We hypothesize that the key dynamical phase responsible for “ergod-
icizing” the outcomes of non-hierarchical triples is the “scramble:” a period of time when no
pairwise binary exists. This situation generally accounts for only a small minority of the lifetime
of a metastable triple, reflecting the intermittently chaotic nature of these systems. The typical
metastable triple spends the bulk of its life evolving in a quasi-regular way during non-terminal
ejections of single components, but when the ejected component returns to pericenter, it has the
chance to enter a phase of intense chaos as it interacts strongly with both companions. These
periods of chaos are scrambles, and we count their number, Nscram, for each integration in every
ensemble. In computing Nscram, we exclude the initial scramble that is produced by default in
every run as a result of our zero-impact parameter initial conditions.
The topological maps in Fig. 2 illustrate the progressive disappearance of regularity in an
ensemble (Run A) of three-body integrations with increasing scramble count. Each panel shows
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topological maps in outcome space, specifically, the space of surviving binary eccentricity eB and
orientation CB (left column) and the space of surviving binary energy EB and CB (right column).
Different rows correspond to subsets of Run A. The top row shows the full sample. The middle row
shows the subset with Nscram ≥ 1. This row excludes all prompt exchanges and contains almost
all resonant encounters. The bottom row shows the subset of integrations with Nscram ≥ 2. While
the uppermost row has clear geometrical features indicative of regular evolution, these “clouds of
regularity” disappear rapidly as one moves down. These clouds represent a 2-manifold of regular
outcomes living in the 3-dimensional outcome space; Fig. 2 illustrates their projection. It seems
that two or more actual scrambles usually suffice to remove memory of initial conditions.
This qualitative argument motivates our comparisons between the analytic formalism of Eq.
2 and ensembles of FEWBODY scattering experiments. These comparisons, which are illustrated
in Figs. 3 and 4, nvolve marginal distributions computed numerically from the trivariate outcome
distribution in Eq. 2. In each case, we use the AE definition of the strong interaction region (as
we shall see, our scattering experiments are in much better agreement with the AE than the SE hy-
pothesis), and set α = 2. The value of α is not strongly constrained by our scattering experiments,
and a broad range of values are compatible with our results. In both comparison figures, we use
Poisson statistics44 to compute 95% confidence intervals for the marginal distribution in a given
bin of EB, eB, or CB (horizontal error bars are merely bin sizes).
In Fig. 3, we perform this comparison for the marginal distribution of binary energies,
dσ/dEB. Runs A, B, and C are compared to the semi-analytic predictions (i.e. numerical marginal-
ization) of Eq. 2. In the top panel of this figure, which examines the entirety of Runs A, B, and C,
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we see only approximate agreement between the ergodic theory and numerical experiment. How-
ever, in the middle and bottom panels of this figure, we make increasingly restrictive cuts on the
number of scrambles, Nscram. The bottom panel of Fig. 3, showing the subsample of runs with
Nscram ≥ 2, shows robust agreement between ergodic theory and experiment for the high-L0 en-
sembles. Run C, the low-L0 ensemble (L˜0 = 0.44), shows some disagreement in the high-energy
tail of dσ/dEB: numerical scattering experiments seem to produce somewhat greater numbers of
high-energy outcomes. The extremely steep slope of the energy distribution means that we lack
sufficient numerical resolution to strongly constrain the α parameter (although values of α . 1
would produce visible disagreement).
In Fig. 4, we repeat this comparison for the marginal distribution of binary eccentricities,
dσ/deB. As with the energy distribution, we see notable disagreement between the ergodic theory
and numerical experiment in the top panel of this comparison, where we examine the entire scat-
tering ensemble. However, if we limit our comparison to the ∼ 50% of the scattering experiments
with Nscram ≥ 2, we find very good agreement between theory and experiment in Runs A and B,
and reasonable agreement in the low-L0 Run C. As we predicted in §2, all scattering ensembles
produce a super-thermal distribution of outcome eccentricities. In high angular momentum ensem-
bles, the distribution is mildly super-thermal, in excellent agreement with our “apocentric escape”
hypothesis, but in notable disagreement with the (thermal) predictions of the SE hypothesis. This
implies that the larger geometric cross-section of a highly eccentric binary favors its production. In
Run C, we see evidence for an even greater bias towards low-eB survivor binaries. In the ergodic
theory of §2, this greater degree of super-thermality is produced by angular momentum starvation.
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In the right column of Fig. 4, we again repeat this comparison, this time for the marginal
distribution of binary inclinations, dσ/dCB. For Runs A, B, and C, the entire sample of scattering
outcomes is in decent agreement with the ergodic theory, except for CB . −0.8, where scattering
experiments produce a large tail of highly retrograde survivor binaries not predicted in §2. As
we have previously seen for dσ/dEB and dσ/deB, this disagreement subsides when we restrict
ourselves to the subsamples with two or more scrambles. In the bottom panel of Fig. 4, we
see excellent agreement between all three scattering ensembles and their corresponding ergodic
predictions. The one exception to this agreement is, again, in Run C, where a residual tail of
retrograde bias survives after the Nscram ≥ 2 cut. We suspect that this small deviation may be due
to the known tendency of Runge-Kutta scattering codes to produce integration errors during very
close encounters (which are produced much more frequently in low-L0 ensembles), and believe
that this comparison should be re-examined in the future with a regularized algorithm, such as
ARchain45. As was predicted in §2, the tail of prograde equatorial outcomes is larger in lower-L0
systems due to angular momentum starvation.
It is also worth comparing our predictions to previous power-law fits to numerical scattering
experiments. Detailed numerical scattering studies9 have fit power laws to two of the marginal
distributions we have examined here. Specifically,
1. The binary energy distribution was fit as dσ/dEB ∝ |EB|−n, where n = 3 + 18L¯20, L¯0 =
L0(2.5Gm
5/2
0 |E0|)−1, and m0 =
√
mamb +mams +mbms/
√
3. For the equal-mass scat-
tering ensembles considered in both these studies, L¯0 = 0.32L˜0. The predicted power law
indices for Runs A, B, and C are thus n ≈ 4.87, n ≈ 4.42, and n ≈ 3.36, respectively.
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These fitted power law indices are not too far from either the predictions of §2 or our own
scattering results in this section, although we note that in the chaotic (Nscram ≥ 2) scattering
subsamples, we find power law indices in better agreement with §2 than with these fitting
formulas. We speculate that the steeper slope of the fitting formula is due to the inclusion of
promptly resolved encounters, as is suggested by an examination of Fig. 3.
2. The binary eccentricity distribution was fit as dσ/deB ∝ e(1− e2)p, where 2p = L¯0 − 1/2.
The predicted power law indices for Runs A, B, and C are p = −0.089, p = −0.11, and
p = −0.18, respectively. These fitted distributions are in reasonable agreement with our
scattering results, although the functional form of the fit does not asymptote to our exact
computation (dσ/deB ∝ e(1− e2)−1/2) in the L0 → 0 limit.
4 Discussion
We have completed the line of research initiated by Monaghan8 by deriving the ergodic distri-
bution of outcomes for the chaotic 3-body problem. More specifically, we have computed the
eight-dimensional phase volume, σ, accessible to a microcanonical ensemble of non-hierarchical
triples at the moment of disintegration. This phase volume is represented (in Eqs. 2, 16, 17) as a
triple integral, the integrand of which is the trivariate outcome distribution for the surviving binary
system. This outcome distribution can be written in closed form, and is most simply expressed
in terms of binary energy EB, binary angular momentum LB, and the cosine of its orbital incli-
nation (with respect to the triple’s total angular momentum), CB. We have computed marginal
distributions, such as dσ/dEB, both numerically and in approximate analytic form.
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The primary conceptual assumptions in this calculation are three. First, we assume that the
chaotic evolution of the metastable triple is ergodic in nature, so that by the time of breakup, it is
equally likely to exist at any point in its eight-dimensional phase space (the eighteen dimensions
accessible to a system of three particles are reduced to twelve by shifting to relative positions, and
then reduced to eight by integrals of motion). Such ergodicity is not present in all chaotic systems,
and islands of regularity are known to exist for the three-body problem, but this nonetheless seems
like a reasonable starting point. Second, we assume that the disintegration of the system can
be approximated as instantaneous. Third, we have implicitly assumed (by employing relative
coordinates) that the escaping single star sees the receding binary roughly as a point particle.
One additional assumptions enters for practical purposes. We assume that the triple is only
able to break up and eject a single star within a certain region of strong interaction. We parametrize
this interaction region as a sphere of radius R = αaB(1 + eB), where the dimensionless number
α ∼ 1. This criterion is likely not exact, but again seems to be a reasonable approximation.
Fortunately, many of our results depend only weakly on α, which is the sole free parameter in our
formalism, and can in the future be better calibrated from larger ensembles of numerical scattering
experiments. We have also quarantined this assumption into the final step of our calculation, so
that more detailed forms of the triple stability boundary24 can be easily inserted into our formalism.
Even with these simplifying assumptions, the analytic computation of the ergodic outcome
distribution is nontrivial, and past attempts have had to make other approximations of greater
significance8, 9, 20, 21, producing inaccurate results (see the discussion under Eq. 16 for a compar-
ison to past work). We have made this problem analytically tractable with the use of canonical
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transformations that greatly reduce its difficulty.
Although the primary focus of this paper was the computation of the three-body problem’s
ergodic outcome distribution, we have also begun to compare our formalism’s predictions to en-
sembles of numerically integrated three-body systems. A fuller comparison will be the subject of
future work, but we list here our primary predictions and a preliminary assessment of their cor-
respondence to numerical scattering experiments. In all these comparisons, we have focused on
the ∼ 50% of our numerical scattering experiments which pass through two or more “scrambles,”
periods of dynamical activity where no pairwise binaries exist in the metastable triple. We also
focus here on comparable-mass systems, although our predictions for more extreme mass ratios
are detailed in §2.
• The marginal distribution of binary energies, dσ/dEB, is to a good approximation a power
law ∝ |EB|−4 between the range E0 and a maximum Emax ∝ (α/L0)2. In very low-angular
momentum ensembles, the power law softens slightly (dσ/dEB ∝ |EB|−7/2), and in zero-
angular momentum ensembles, Emax → −∞. Binaries more energetic than Emax cannot
be produced due to angular momentum conservation, and the location of this “UV cutoff”
is the only feature of the energy distribution sensitive to the fudge factor α. Our numerical
scattering experiments confirm the power law behavior of dσ/dEB, but lack the resolution to
measureEmax. The ergodic power law is close to but differs from that predicted from detailed
balance considerations10 (dσ/dEB ∝ |EB|−9/2), indicating that a population of binary stars
evolving through a sequence of chaotic binary-single scatterings will be somewhat out of
detailed balance.
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• The marginal distribution of binary eccentricities, dσ/deB, varies between two asymptotic
limits. In an ensemble of high-angular momentum encounters (L˜0 ≈ 1), the ergodic out-
come distribution is slightly super-thermal (biased towards an excess of highly eccentric or-
bits, due to the larger geometric cross-section of highly eccentric binaries), with dσ/deB ∝
eB(1+eB). As the ensemble L˜0 decreases, the distribution becomes extremely super-thermal,
reaching a limiting distribution of dσ/deB = eB(1+eB)/
√
1− e2B whenL0 = 0. Our numer-
ical scattering experiments reproduce this behavior qualitatively, with outcome distributions
that are increasingly super-thermal as L0 decreases.
• The marginal distribution of binary orbital inclinations, dσ/dCB, likewise varies between
two asymptotic limits. When the ensemble L0 = 0, there is no preferred direction, and this
distribution is isotropic (dσ/dCB = 1/2), as it must be by symmetry. In most ensembles with
realistic values of angular momentum, however, dσ/dCB is strongly biased towards prograde
orbits, which occupy more phase volume. In this limit, dσ/dCB is insensitive to both α and
L0. The ergodic dσ/dCB is well-matched by our numerical scattering experiments.
Overall agreement between numerical scattering experiments and the ergodic formalism we have
developed here is good, indicating that the hypothesis of thermodynamic ergodicity is satisfied, at
least for metastable triples that undergo multiple scrambles. This conclusion, in combination with
the large deviations from ergodic predictions seen in the Nscram = 0 subsamples, substantiates
the intuitive supposition that it is scrambles that are responsible for generating chaotic orbital
evolution and “ergodicizing” triple ensembles. Even in the Nscram ≥ 2 subsamples we examine,
however, we do see higher-order structure in marginal outcome distributions, beyond the leading-
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order agreement with our analytic predictions. It is unclear whether this superimposed structure is
generated by (i) islands of regularity in the space of initial conditions, or (ii) the crude idealizations
that enter into our definition of the “strong interaction region,” and the need to employ a more
realistic triple stability criterion. In future work, we hope to better explore these possibilities. We
also hope to calibrate α, the sole free parameter of our formalism, and to investigate the range of
mass ratios ma/ms and ma/mb that yield ergodic behavior.
One important caveat to this calculation is that we have examined the interactions of New-
tonian point-particles. In reality, finite-size effects (tidal forces or direct collisions) may play a
role in the evolution of some astrophysical metastable triples, and if these triples contain compact
objects, the dissipative nature of general relativistic gravity may also come to matter. It would be
interesting to extend our formalism to include these effects, though it may only be possible in an
approximate manner. We have also implicitly considered only hard binaries, in the sense that we
assume there is a survivor binary. If E0 > 0, another possible outcome is a complete ionization,
but in principle the techniques we have used here could be used to estimate distributions of (all
three) escaper properties in such a scenario.
Generally, the dynamics and outcomes of binary-single encounters have been studied by
numerical integration of the equations of motion, a process which can be time-consuming to do
accurately. Previous analytic work on three-body scatterings has generally made use of the impulse
approximation to estimate cross-sections and outcomes for promptly resolved encounters, both in
the soft binary46 and hard binary41 limits. The closed-form outcome distributions predicted by
our formalism provide an analytic understanding of resonant encounters, which in combination
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with past treatments of non-resonant scatterings, will allow theorists to replace large ensembles
of numerical scattering experiments with reasonable accuracy. This will aid in surveys of large
parameter spaces for star cluster dynamics, and in the construction of analytic or semi-analytic
models for the evolution of binary populations. We hope it will also provide greater physical
intuition into the evolution of these prototypical chaotic systems.
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Extended Data Figure 1: The marginal distribution of binary energies, dσ/dEB. Colors show
dimensionless angular momenta L˜0 (but black dashed lines are analytic limits forL0  1 andL0 ≈
1). a: ergodic outcome distributions using the AE criterion, with α = 2, solid lines representing
equal-mass scattering ensembles (ma = mb = ms), and dotted lines extreme mass-ratio ensembles
(ma = mb = 10ms). b: the same as top left, but for a SE criterion. c: intermediate-mass ratio
scattering ensembles (ma = mb = 3ms); solid lines are for α = 2, and dotted lines for α = 5. d:
same as bottom left, but for ma = mb = 10ms. 51
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Extended Data Figure 2: The marginal distribution of binary eccentricity, dσ/deB. Line styles,
and assumptions in each panel are the same as in Extended Data Fig. 1, except for black dashed
lines, which here show L˜0 ≈ 1 and L˜0  1 limits of the dσ/deB distribution (unlike for dσ/dEB,
these limits differ significantly in the AE and SE regimes). In comparable-mass AE calculations,
mildly super-thermal outcomes arise from geometric effects when L˜0 ∼ 1; in contrast, angular
momentum starvation produces extremely super-thermal outcomes when L˜0  1. Smallms values
foreclose parts of eB space, as LB ≈ L0. 52
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Extended Data Figure 3: The marginal distribution of binary orientation, dσ/dCB. Assump-
tions and line styles in each panel are the same as in Extended Data Fig. 1, except that now the
dashed black lines show (i) an isotropic outcome configuration, and (ii) an equal-mass, L˜0 = 0.5
evaluation of Eq. 25 (the L˜0 = 1.0 evaluation is quite similar but is not shown for reasons of
brevity). For L˜0  1, surviving binaries are distributed isotropically (as symmetry dictates). Oth-
erwise, binary orientations CB = LˆB · Lˆ0 are biased towards prograde outcomes. For extreme mass
ratios and large L˜0, retrograde outcomes may be entirely prohibited.53
Run e0 L˜0 N0 N1 N2
A 0.0 1.0 116,993 56,696 39,819
B 0.5 0.87 121,328 65,936 51,791
C 0.9 0.44 107,992 76,051 46,852
Extended Data Table 1: The numerical (binary-single) scattering ensembles we use for comparison
to analytic theory in §3. The first two columns label the initial binary eccentricity e0, and the
conserved dimensionless angular momentum L˜0 in each scattering run we simulate. The latter
columns show Ni, the number of runs with Nscram ≥ i. Each run has initial impact parameter
b = 0, isotropically distributed phase angles, and particles of equal mass (ma = mb = ms).
